There’s a whole new
world in here

Welcome to the

Etherverse

TM

Unleash its power.
Imagine what you could achieve with
faster connections, fewer delays, nimble
application response, better Internet
performance and a more reliable network.

Bandwidth on Demand
Capabilities
Whenever you need it

With direct connections from
your communications port to the
XO Communications private network,
your business will gain all the benefits
of Ethernet and you’ll enjoy a great
end-to-end customer experience.

Deliver new
applications faster
More flexibility, without
sacrificing quality

Put our network and services
to work for you.

Dramatically increase
networking capacity
Easy-to-use, affordable Ethernet
at enterprise-grade speeds

Reduce your dependence
on multiple providers
Eliminate the local telephone
company’s last-mile connection

Streamline and simplify how
you manage communications
and networking
One point of contact for
communications needs and inquiries

Get rid of packet
congestion and delays
Remove a “hop” in
the network flow

Enjoy an extraordinary
experience using technology
For your employees,
customers, and partners

Visit xo.com/etherverse to connect today.

Your End-to-End Connection
By taking advantage of the direct connection to your building, you’re joining
one of the largest, fastest, dedicated B2B providers in the country. We’re one
of the few providers with local, metro and nationwide coverage that provides
a more reliable, cost-effective alternative to local exchange carriers.
The Elements of the Etherverse
Hosted PBX

Ethernet Point-to-Point Connectivity

Integrate high-def voice, advanced calling

Securely and rapidly transmit time-sensitive,

features and scalable, web-based management

important information without delays using

across multiple locations without expensive

Ethernet point-to-point solutions.

systems or equipment.
Bandwidth on Demand
MPLS IP-VPN

Get the bandwidth you need when you need

Easily join locations on a private network

it, without pre-scheduling.

with multiple classes of services for
improved performance and lower cost.

Enterprise SIP
Use your own phone systems and MPLS

IP Flex and IP Flex with VPN

network for Voice over IP across your locations

Combine local and long distance voice, Internet

to streamline management and reduce costs.

and data on your own private network for improved
security and performance at lower costs.

DIA
Reliably connect to the Internet at ultra-fast

XO WorkTime

speeds and enjoy dedicated bandwidth with

Increase the productivity of your mobile

a network service level agreement.

workforce, and reduce calling costs,
by integrating XO mobility and unified

Contact Center on Demand

communications applications with your

Use the next-gen, cloud-based contact center

XO Voice over IP service.

to deliver a more consistent, interactive
customer experience while reducing costs.

Call 888.990.5899 for an appointment
Connect at xo.com/etherverse

